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Painting and Decorating
Sometime passed I posted some painted 28mm Sarissa
WWE buildings on to the March Attack Face Book page
and had a few show and tell us emails, so here goes.
If you meet me at the odd trade show in the year and ask
me – How do you paint these? I will usually start by acting
very serious and tell you to fill and boil a kettle, put a tea
bag in a mug and make a cup of tea. Well I’m suggesting
you do the same here.

I decided to leave the card doors shut and to glue the
doors in place before painting. I often choose to not glue
them in and paint them on card but here they are white and
easier to have glued in. I use a thick superglue, its quick
and doesn’t spill. I can be a kluts and superglue is a real
nightmare. The liquid also gasses off badly and you’re
going to get an headache sniffing it.

Why? Well you might as well enjoy a cup of tea while you
enjoy painting your Sarissa Kits.

Once the glue is dry, put a base coat down on the interior
walls – I’m using testor pots of emulsion. This isn’t a
sealing coat as such, just a covering coat to get the texture
of the MDF raised so you can dry brush your heart out and
use the texture to good effect. I do also spray prime if I’m
painting a batch of kits.

First off this picture info thingy uses a 15mm Sarissa WWE
kit, the methods shown would be the same for all kits with
a few variations depending on the era and complexity.

The nice thing with the emulsion is it dries really quick so
you can work on to it fast. It is also porous so inks and tint
shades can work well.

Start

You will note I’ve left the bits on card, it makes life easy for
small kits. If the parts have come free just sit them back in
place to paint them.

Always look at the instructions and find the parts referred
to in the text and diagrams. Decide what you want the final
build to look like, your colours, painted inside and out and
what parts you can assemble before painting.
Once your decided go for it.

Next I started to add corner shading. Again emulsion.
Just rough around the edges and areas I want to appear
grimy.

As you’ll see here I use a variety of paints. This kit came
with MDF and card detailing parts.

I then put a coat or two of lighter shades on, dry brush
these. Each coat of emulsion will leave brush marks and
give more of a textured ground to get more texture…
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If you look closely you’ll see the brushes I use are as rough
as nails. These started off and good quality brushes and
have just been worn into shape by constant use. As a
result they are just perfect for getting a mix of effects.
I don’t just brush the paint on. I stipple – poking the brush
onto the panel.

Assembly part 1

Allow a little time between coats. If you work into it too
quickly the paint can lift in clumps. This can be good if
your looking for that painted over flaky paint look.
Time to put the kettle on again.

Turn Over and Start Again
Many people still ask if the MDF will soak up all the paint,
drink water and warp… If you soak it, it will. Don’t soak it.
If you’re really worried, paint both sides fast. Even if it
does warp a little, you can always bend it back.
All parts off the cards… Don’t panic, if you don’t fancy this
brash act of confidence take them off part by part.
I normally start by assembling the roof panels.

Next is the outside and some inside panels using the same
base coat.

Here you will see a hipped roof, means it slopes on an end
as well as the sides.
This bit doesn’t come with the kit and is something I like to
do. What you can see is 2mm plastic rod (styrene type
modelling plastic) glued into the grooved joint between the
roof panels.

With the parts still on the card, I decided to paint the inside
panels before getting ready to assemble. Here it’s the 2
floors and the roof supports.
Tea?… if you insist.
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The bulldog clip is holding the chimney panels in place. Its
not essential but can help.

colour shows through. This becomes more noticeable as
you add layers and lighter colours.

Assemble the walls to the floors and while they dry put the
1st coat of paint onto the card parts. Again you don’t need
‘wet’ paint. I stipple it in place as it gets the paint where I
want it.

Leave it all to dry before getting to the outside paintwork.
Why the nail clippers? I use them to clean moulding
‘worms’ from metal figures, and the little link bits on panel
corners left when they are removed from the cards. It
helps to tighten up the assembly. The knife is used to do
the same on inside corners.

Bright Isn’t It?

The nice thing about a not pre-painted kit…

The purpose of the dark brown 1st coat becomes clear
when I add the base colour coat.

You can choose your colour scheme.
I wouldn’t give it wall space at home but for a ground
colour here it works really well. As with figure painting your
ground coat will have an effect on the colour result of each
coat you put on. You’re not painting it on either.
As you see to the right of the yellow knife I remove excess
paint from the brush before I dry brush onto the wall
panels. This, along with the texture of the MDF and base
coat, means your getting tonal effects where the base
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Don’t be too tidy with the dry brushing. Let the preceding
colours show through. If you want ‘damp patches’ put a
patch of black on the base coat area. If you’re not too
heavy with the paint in that area it will show through and
tone down the final colour.

Roofs
There’s not a lot of difference to the painting tech used on
roofs. Same dry brushing used. Here I use a modelling
paint as it sticks better to the plastic rod on the joints.

Add a little weathering to terracotta tiles, use a light ochre
to suggest wear and green to age.

Windows and Shutters
This kit comes with card shutters to be glued on. Here I
have decided to colour them white. I use 2 ways to paint
my shutters and doors. Here I have just dry brushed over
with white. I also paint them using the standard 3-colour
method. Base, mid and highlight tones, painting each
etched detail as shown by the door here. At the same time
I have painted inside the window openings and a little to
the wall face. This means if you miss align the frame it
doesn’t show so much and you don’t have so much
touching in.
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Before buildings had damp courses, foundations made of
concrete etc. many had brick foundations or were built on
the ‘ground’ directly. As a way to help prevent the brick
disintegrating with water the lower courses of brick would
be painted with pitch. Waterproof, not really but as a damp
proof it did work. That’s why I paint the black or coloured
base band on the lower brick course.

If the card parts don’t just drop off cut them off.

I don’t ink wash all buildings, but show it here. When I do
use ink washes it’s to get added weathering. Here I have
washed round the shutters and in the edges, then dry
brushed a light grey to the base brick to give definition.
Dampen the wall areas before adding the washes. This
allows it to spread and merge. Allow it to run from corners
to get the rain washed effect.

Glue them to the walls, I use super glue as it is quick
drying and stiffens card parts up as it soaks in.

I seal the whole lot with a Matte spray. It helps to tie all the
finishes together, taking the sheen off the inks and adding
some depth of colour to the emulsion paints
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